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- Change the interface
language - Export video file
to other formats (e.g. mp4)
- Import video file to
ImTOO Video Cutter -
Import video file by
dragging and dropping into
the application - Edit
trimming start and end
time - Start/stop trimming -



Adjust start/end time
manually - Set/clear
trimming boundary -
Mute/unmute the volume -
Merge multiple segments
together - Cut the selected
clip to a new file - Record a
macro - Hibernate, suspend
or power off computer -
Hibernate only when using
the battery - Show a
notification when switching



to the battery - Restore
saved settings - Start video
processing immediately -
When task finished
automatically change the
power state - Option to
prevent hibernation or
power down when using
the battery - Fast
processing speed -
Minimize to system tray -
User friendly and intuitive



interface - Trim any videos
- Supports all video formats
(e.g. mov, mp4, flv, mkv,
avi, m2ts, etc.) - Newer
versions - Language can be
changed - Compatible with
Windows 7/8/8.1/10 -
Compatibility with
Windows 10 version
1607/1703/1709/1710 -
Auto update feature - PC
preview - Preinstalled



language English (United
States) The program can
convert video format to
mp4 format, includes a few
editing tools and can cut
video to different lengths.
It also enables you to use
YouTube directly to
preview the video for
editing. It supports nearly
all popular video formats
(e.g. mp4, wmv, mov, avi,



flv, etc.). Plus, you can
extract and cut frames from
videos. The program's
interface is intuitive and
modern. You can import
videos by using either the
file browser or the "drag
and drop" method. So, you
can mark the start and end
time by using a slider. But
you can also manually write
these values. In addition,



you can play and stop the
clip, mute the volume, as
well as select multiple
segments to cut at once.
They can be trimmed either
individually or as a whole
(e.g. video merging). Plus,
you can further adjust the
start and end time after
adding segments to the
processing list, change the
interface language and set



post-task actions (e.g. hiber
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The KEYMACRO key...
VideoMate Screen Capture
Software Screen Video
Recorder is a powerful,
easy-to-use screen
recording utility. It enables
you to capture and save



desktop and screen
activities in multiple
formats for later playback.
VideoMate Screen Capture
Software is easy to use -
just launch the application,
specify a video capture
mode and location, then
specify the time and date of
the capture. The
application is also packed
with advanced features to



suit the needs of even the
most demanding users. It is
one of the best screen
recording applications on
the market. KEY MACRO
Full Screen Record Video
and the Screen Activity to
VMWARE vMDK Video
Mute Software...
UnlockSonic is an excellent
free and useful program to
unlock, decrypt and convert



digital audio files.
UnlockSonic can decrypt
any encrypted digital audio
formats and convert MP3 to
PCM and WAV or PCM to
MP3. With this professional
yet free tool, you can also
create a MP3 or WAV file
from a CD, DVD, video,
MP4 or RM file. Key
Features * Encrypted Audio
(CD, DVD, MP4) to



PCM/WAV/MP3 and
PCM/WAV/MP3 to MP3 *
Play MP3 and WAV files
that are locked or
encrypted by other
programs, media players or
web browsers * Convert
WAV to MP3, PCM to MP3,
MP4, and RM to MP3 *
Playback files in MP3,
WAV, AIF, AAC and AC3 *
Extract songs from an...



Video to iPhone with
ConvertVid for Mac is a
reliable and effective tool
to convert videos to iPhone
videos with various formats
and formats, including avi,
mp4, wmv, mov, 3gp, etc.
With the powerful function
of "Convert" and "Merge",
you can freely choose any
format and customize it
according to your need, so



that you can get your
videos to play on iPhone or
on iTunes perfectly. Key
Features 1. Convert and
merge any format to iPhone
With the powerful function
of "Convert" and "Merge",
you can freely choose any
format and customize it
according to your need, so
that you can get your
videos to play on iPhone or



on iTunes perfectly. 2.
Convert videos with fast
speed By using multi-core
processors, "ConvertVid for
Mac" can... Unlock
2edc1e01e8
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Simplistic video splitter for
home users Tool to cut a
portion of a video file
Ability to trim segments
individually or all together
Simple-to-use interface
Ability to add post-task
actions Preview results
before saving File and
folder presets Support for



subtitles Hibernation: if you
want to use battery power
Update check: automatic
updates Prevent standby or
hibernation when using
battery power Save prefs
into "settings.xml" file
Setting menu by hovering
over window Ability to
merge segments The
program looks like a simple
Windows app, but it has a



wide variety of settings that
make it unique. ImTOO
Video Cutter is a software
that allows you to divide
your videos into shorter
files and, if you prefer,
merge the parts together
again into a single video
file. You can extract
different sections (based on
the aspect ratio) and
combine them into a new



video file. ImTOO Video
Cutter enables you to split
or merge video files
according to the file size,
aspect ratio or year. In
addition, you can extract
video clips from the files
based on the frame
number. However, you
cannot combine only some
parts of the file, but instead
you can merge the entire



file together into a single
file. The program supports
adding subtitles to your
video files and allows you
to either merge or trim
different video segments.
In addition, you can change
settings and set certain
tasks to automatically run
after a certain amount of
time. The interface is very
simple and the program has



a minimalist design. You
can select the start and end
time by using a slider. But
you can also manually write
these values. Furthermore,
you can select the duration
of the segment (by using
the seconds or frames
option). The application
allows you to choose the
video bitrate and language
(you can change the



interface language). You
can also specify the format
of the output file (AVI,
MPEG, MP4). Plus, you can
show the time elapsed
since you started the job.
There are also various
options for creating a
preview (increase size,
crop, merge, etc.). The
program has advanced
settings to change the



aspect ratio (video size,
crop, etc.), the frame
number, time offset, and
more. These settings are
stored in the "settings.xml"
file and you can restore
them to the default values.
In addition, the program
checks
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What's New In?

ImTOO Video Cutter is a
simplistic program which
enables you to easily cut
pieces from your video
files. The interface of the
application is simple and
intuitive. You can import
videos by using either the
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file browser or the "drag
and drop" method. So, you
can mark the start and end
time by using a slider. But
you can also manually write
these values. In addition,
you can play and stop the
clip, mute the volume, as
well as select multiple
segments to cut at once.
They can be trimmed either
individually or as a whole



(e.g. video merging). Plus,
you can further adjust the
start and end time after
adding segments to the
processing list, change the
interface language and set
post-task actions (e.g.
hibernate, shut down
computer). In "Preferences"
you can specify the output
folder, enable ImTOO Video
Cutter to automatically



check for updates online, to
prevent standby or
hibernation when using the
battery, to show a reminder
when switching to the
battery supply, and more.
Settings can be restored to
their default values. The
simple-to-use tool runs on a
pretty high amount of
system resources, includes
a brief step-by-step guide



for novices and quickly
finishes a trimming task.
No errors have popped up
during our tests and
ImTOO Video Cutter did
not freeze or crash. We
highly recommend this
software to all users. This
is video cutter. Version:
1.2. Homepage: Category:
Audio Video Editor Tags:
video cutter, video cutter
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System Requirements For ImTOO Video Cutter:

Minimum System
Requirements for Steam:
OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-
bit) Processor: Intel Core
i5-3337U (2.30GHz) or
equivalent Memory: 4GB
RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce 460 or equivalent
Storage: 6GB available
space Minimum System



Requirements for GOG:
Memory: 4GB RAM
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